BANKRUPTCY

Course Number: BCL 7004 001               Call Number: 000023

Semester: Spring 2015
Professor: Kalsem
Credits: 3 classroom
Primary Basis for the Grade: Tentatively Exam; Letter Grade
Prerequisites: Secured Transactions; may be waived by instructor
Enrollment: Open
Meets Seminar Requirement? No
Meets Writing Requirement? No
Meets Client Counseling Requirement? No
Meeting Times: T and Th 10:40 am to 12:05 pm
Location: 100B

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

This course offers an introduction to the Bankruptcy Code. The course begins with brief coverage of non-bankruptcy debt collection; however, it primarily focuses on the basics of bankruptcy proceedings by consumer and business debtors under Chapters 7, 11, and 13 of the Bankruptcy Code. Topics covered include the creation of a bankruptcy estate, exemptions, the automatic stay, the trustee's avoidance powers, adequate protection, and executory contracts.

Special Note: You must have taken Secured Transactions to take this class. However, if you have not taken Secured Transactions, it is the student’s responsibility to discuss this with Professor Kalsem to see if she will waive this prerequisite for you.
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